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Chapter 1291: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 59) 

Since it was a custom game, there wasn’t a ban phase. Luo Qing Chen directly chose the Deceiver, 

planning on practicing before IPL5. 

“Qing Chen, should I play DPS or support!” Feng Wu Yue was a bit conflicted since her DPS play really 

wasn’t good at all. 

If she played DPS, she might hold her back. Although she could protect her as a support, their DPS might 

not be enough since there were three people on the other side. 

“Play whatever you want to play!” Luo Qing Chen said, “I’ll protect you for Sacrificing Gods!” 

Feng Wu Yue was a bit moved, a strange feeling between teammates. 

The friendship between girls was a bit different from guys, this was the first time she felt this kind of 

warmth. 

“Then I’ll play Annie!” 

“Alright!” 

A minute later, the game began. 

The three on the other side chose two ADCs and one mid laner. 

The two ADCs were Ashe and Varus and the mid laner was Ryze. 

It had to be said, they were female players that had reached diamond, so their choice of champs were 

quite good. 

But since the free of them didn’t plan on choosing a single tank, in front of her Deceiver, they were 

paper! 

Luo Qing Chen was very serious about getting CS in the first ten minutes since if she wanted to crush 

them, she had to crush them in all aspects. 

For example, she had already reached ninety CS at ten minutes and the other side added up didn’t add 

to ninety. 

To be fair, they were very poor at last hitting. 

The surrounding men began to whisper since almost everyone in the room wouldn’t be able to reach the 

same amount of CS as her. 

“Damn! This girl is so powerful, she’s definitely challenger!” 

“Definitely! Didn’t you see the border when they were loading in?” 

“I saw it! I thought it was someone else’s account since these kinds of girls love to show off!” 

“Ninety CS at ten minutes, I can’t do that.” 



“There are few professionals that can do this! It really is amazing!” 

“Why do I feel that Huan Huan’s group is going to be abused!” 

“Yi, why does this girl’s IGN seem a bit familiar!” 

…… 

When Luo Qing Chen got her two items, she sent a message in all chat. 

[All] Dust Floating in the World: Show time! 

Once she said this, she used a flash with a QWRE combo on Chen Huan Huan, completely crushing Chen 

Huan Huan who didn’t have any equipment. She didn’t even have time to flash as she died under her 

own tower. 

At this time, another girl flashed to catch her. She used cleanse and used a W with a R to directly send 

her back home. 

At the same time, Feng Wu Yue got a solo kill on the bottom laner. 

The situation of the game became very clear in an instant. Luo Qing Chen couldn’t see Chen Huan 

Huan’s face, but she knew that she must have exploded with anger! 

“Woah!” 

“Incredible!” 

The surrounding cheers came one wave after another. After all, people who loved League of Legends 

couldn’t help clapping when they saw this kind of play. 

This was the charm of e-sports! 

After taking the two kills, Luo Qing Chen used the high damage of the Deceiver to take various towers 

and kills, almost completely crushing them. 

In the end, she was 32-0-12 when she took their base. 

Thirty two kills in just thirty minutes, it could be said that as long as the three of them revived, they 

immediately died. 

She didn’t give them a chance to breathe and crushed her with her absolute abilities! 

  

Chapter 1292: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 60) 

“Peng!” Chen Huan Huan angrily smashed the mouse and glared at Feng Wu Yue, “Are you having fun?” 

She wanted to use this anniversary celebration to show off her friends and her boyfriend. 

But not only could she not show off, she had even been fiercely slapped! 

“Of course……” 



“Whether it’s fun or not, you can tell by the result.” Before Feng Wu Yue could finish, there was an evil 

charming and beautiful voice that cut through. 

Feng Wu Yue turned around to see Sacrificing Gods moving towards her step by step. 

The lights of the internet cafe were very bright and he stood by her side like a knight protecting a 

princess. 

“You…..Aren’t you Death God Priest?” The boy covered in acne recognized Sacrificing Gods and excitedly 

came over, “Can…..Can you give me your autograph?” 

“This…..” He looked over at Gu Hang before taking Feng Wu Yue by the waist, “You’ll have to ask my 

girlfriend.” 

“Girlfriend!?” Chen Huan Huan’s eyes opened wide as she looked at Feng Wu Yue in disbelief, “What a 

joke! When did you get a boyfriend?” 

“What does it matter to you when she got a boyfriend?” Sacrificing Gods replied without any care. 

“I……” Chen Huan Huan was a bit stunned. She wanted to say something, but she found that she had no 

reason to say it. 

Whether it was friends or a boyfriend, Feng Wu Yue had it! She really wasn’t willing to accept it. 

The only thing that she could win over Feng Wu Yue on was her husband Gu Hang! 

“Husband, I’m tired, let’s go back in your BMW!” When she said this, Gu Hang standing on the side 

looked very awkward. 

Because he knew who Sacrificing Gods was. 

As someone in the business circle, Su Ji who was the only son of the president of the Su Group was a rich 

second generation who loved playing games. 

“Husband, let’s buy two lobsters on the way home! I want to eat!” Seeing that Gu Hang wasn’t speaking, 

Chen Huan Huan angrily added in a few words. 

“Stop speaking.” Gu Hang narrowed his cold eyes and his face looked very ugly. 

He looked at Sacrificing Gods and said, “For the young master of the Su Group to come to my Starlight 

Internet Cafe’s anniversary celebration, it really is my honour!” 

“Un humph.” He gave a soft snort before his lips curled into a beautiful smile, “You can be considered an 

acquaintance.” 

After all, if this Gu Hang didn’t please him, he was already planning on calling his father. 

Whether this internet cafe would still be here tomorrow would be a big question. 

Chen Huan Huan’s face was very ugly. No matter how dumb she was, she could tell from Gu Hang’s 

words that the other side was someone they couldn’t offend. 



Even if she was about to explode from anger, she could only smile as she said, “Cousin, you really are 

something! Your friend is this powerful and your boyfriend is rich and handsome!” 

“Ha, ha, ha, ha.” She just gave four cold laughs before saying, “It’s good you know!” 

“You, why did you come here without waiting for us?” He softly patted her head with a pampering 

smile. It was a good thing that he ordered her favourite beef and shrimp balls at the Phoenix Building! 

“Yi, why is it only you!” Feng Wu Yue looked around, “God Qian didn’t come?” 

“I don’t know! He said that he was going next door to buy a cup of chocolate milk for Qing Chen, he 

should be here soon!” 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 100%.] 

She pursed her lips into a smile and said, “He’s here.” 

  

Chapter 1293: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 61) 

When the system’s notification rang in her mind, she was very certain that Ye Qian Hun saw her. 

The moment he appeared in the crowd, he attracted everyone’s gaze. 

Among them were all the boys and girls! 

Ye Qian Hun’s slender fingers came up and he gave the chocolate milk in his hand to her, “Here.” 

“Thank you.” When she was about to say something, the man on the side was scared. 

“Ah, damn!” That man almost jumped up as he said to Luo Qing Chen, “I remember now, you are…..you 

are Dust Floating in the World!” 

“Damn!” Another person took out the photo of Team W on Baidu and said in a stuttering voice, 

“Qian…..God Qian!” 

When the two girls from the 2 v 3 saw Ye Qian Hun, they ran over with their notebooks and said in a shy 

voice, “That…..God Qian, can you give me your signature?” 

Chen Huan Huan who had an ugly look on her face had an even uglier look, it wasn’t an exaggeration to 

say that her face was pale! 

“This……” He turned to look at Luo Qing Chen and he took her hand, “You have to ask my girlfriend.” 

“What?” 

“WTF?” 

“What is this girlfriend?” 

…… 

Everyone looked at Ye Qian Hun in disbelief, even Luo Qing Chen turned to look at him with a stunned 

gaze. 



Girlfriend…… 

Although she already had 100% affection, there was a strange feeling when Ye Qian Hun said the word 

girlfriend. 

She was a bit nervous and a bit shy…… 

Actually, she would never know that when Ye Qian Hun saw her in female clothes for the first time, he 

felt like he had made a lifelong mistake. 

These words weren’t enough to describe this, it should be said that holding the hot chocolate in his 

hands, he didn’t know what to do. 

But he was very clear that his previous dreams had come true. 

The person he had no chance to approach was actually wearing female clothes in front of him. 

If he didn’t show his dominance at this time, wouldn’t others take their chance? 

“Ai yo yo yo yo.” A few seconds later, the fatty came over holding his chest, “This fat master’s heart! 

Why do I suddenly feel like I’ve lost love! Let’s not be like this!” 

The other four looked at each other before revealing happy smiles. 

It should be the best years of friendship and love. Meeting you and having the whole world. 

Of course, there was still an obsession that they all had——E-sports. 

The finals of IPL5 was being held in Vegas. After hearing this, the fatty swept away all his depression and 

changed his savings to US dollars, preparing to gamble in Vegas. 

But when he was feeling excited, Sacrificing Gods said something that was like a bucket of cold water. 

“You think the world stage is really that easy? It’s not that I’m not confident, but I think the chances of 

us going to Vegas are very low!” 

“Damn!” The fatty looked at him with a look of surprise, “Is this ture, are we really that weak!” 

“It isn’t that we’re weak, the others are too strong.” Ye Qian Hun looked at the list of participants, they 

were almost all the best teams from their countries. 

It had to be known, in the duel between experts, a single mistake would lose all your game! 

  

Chapter 1294: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 62) 

Their first opponent was against the powerful Team C from North America! 

This team had appeared as a dark horse, all five members of the team were young, but they all had top 

level skills. 

As this was a world class competition, although the group stage wasn’t in Vegas, it was still in Europe. 

On the night before leaving, she made a decision. 



She opened the forms and made a post that belonged to her. 

«Hello everyone, I am Dust Floating in the World.» 

The post was very short, it was only a single sentence. 

(No matter what my identity or gender is, I will do my best to win the championships for China! ——W 

Mid Laner Dust Floating in the World.) 

This was a vow, a kind of power, a spirit that would fight for the honour of the country. 

Less than ten minutes after the post was sent, there were already hundreds of comments. Her eyes 

suddenly lip up and she revealed a faint smile. 

You Are My You Le Mei: Take the championship for China, I am a brain dead fan for god Qing Chen! 

(Small question: Does god Qing Chen have a boyfriend?) 

Ran Ran Likes Eating Watermelon: Chen Hun couple!!! 

Nectar of Heaven: +1 to above! 

A Leaf: Waiting for your triumphant return! 

Whose Savior are You: Loving W really is great! 

…… 

She turned off the computer with a faint smile. Looking at her phone that was slightly lit up on the side, 

her heart felt warm. 

(Good night, the plane is setting off at ten tomorrow, so get a good night’s sleep. ——Ye Qian Hun) 

She closed the lights and didn’t dream all night. 

When the next day came and the plane flew across the sky, she suddenly realized that the real battle 

was about to begin. 

This battle, other than the fans that supported them, most people who loved League of Legends didn’t 

have any hope in them. 

Because China had never won an international tournament before. All the domestic announcers and LPL 

professionals thought that it was impossible for Team W to take the coveted IPL championship. 

After all, the enemies were too strong and they couldn’t be heroes in the apocalypse. 

It was very hard playing Team C in the group stage since Team C’s top laner was called the best top laner 

in the world, so the fatty was completely suppressed. 

Ten minutes later, the top lane was completely taken away by the enemy. 

Everyone was trying to comfort each other in the voice comms, saying that ‘it’s fine’, or ‘we still have a 

chance’. 



These encouraging words calmed the fatty down and he worked hard to make up his CS, finally 

stabilizing the situation. 

The match lasted fifty minutes and when Team W took the enemy’s base, the fatty broke out in tears. 

This was his first time on the world stage and he could truly feel that he wasn’t strong enough based on 

the enemy’s strength. 

If it wasn’t for the high damage of Ye Qian Hun and Luo Qing Chen, they would have been the first team 

eliminated from IPL5. 

However, Team W winning made the country boil. 

Those players who didn’t have any hope for China suddenly had their hearts ignited. 

They desperately cheered in front of their computers! 

As for the five of them, they carried the dreams of all these players. They overcame all obstacles and 

reached the finals. 

America, Las Vegas! 

Coming to a foreign country and working hard, just to take a world championship for China. 

However, they would be facing the most powerful team is all of Europe, Fnatic. 

  

Chapter 1295: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (Part 63) 

The night before the competition, the five of them were in a hotel room discussing strategy. 

This feeling was like the eve before a big exam, full of tension and anticipation. 

“Damn, I’m a bit flustered! The fatty drank his fifth bottle of Coke as he looked at them and said, “It 

can’t be that I’ll flash into a wall tomorrow, right! No…..I feel that I’ll get nothing in the end……No, no, I 

have to watch their videos again.” 

“There’s no use praying right now.” Luo Qing Chen gave a chuckle, “In this situation, it won’t affect the 

ending if we watch one more video.” 

This was like reading one thing before the exam, it wouldn’t affect your final grade. 

Because you already had what you should have and you couldn’t remember what you didn’t have with 

just a single look. 

“Tell me…..if we lose this time……” The fatty scratched his head, “Wouldn’t we be cursed to death when 

we get back!” 

After all, today’s honour didn’t belong just to their team, it belonged to their country. 

“We don’t have a path of retreat.” Luo Qing Chen said with eyes filled with determination, “I want to 

take back the championship.” 



Ye Qian Hun turned to look at her serious eyes and he revealed a pampering smile. 

He once thought that Sacrificing Gods was the luckiest person in the world since he met Feng Wu Yue. 

But now he felt that he was the luckiest person in the world because he had Luo Qing Chen. 

Sacrificing Gods was right, the past loss didn’t matter since he didn’t meet that person yet. 

But when she stood on the stage, she could feel the tension in the air. 

Since this was Fnatic’s home court, all the fans sitting in the crowd belonged to them. This was their 

home court advantage. 

They had lost the first game. 

When they were preparing for the second game, everyone’s expression was a bit solemn. 

“I couldn’t take the tower just now.” Sacrificing Gods rubbed his forehead and said, “I’m sorry, I’m 

sorry.” 

“No, it was my problem.” Feng Wu Yue pursed her lips and said, “If I had used my ult earlier, god Qian 

wouldn’t have died.” 

“What are you fighting about?” The fatty patted their shoulders, “I’m the one who isn’t as good as 

everyone else.” 

Ye Qian Hun looked at them with a faint smile, “Don’t worry, the mid lane will carry the next game, just 

relax and play!” 

“Ah?” Luo Qing Chen was stunned. She thought that Ye Qian Hun would say that he would carry, but he 

was saying she would?! 

Was there a problem with this person’s brain…..Oh, no, it should be a big problem. 

She turned to Ye Qian Hun and said, “It’s clear the ADC who should carry!” 

“Alright! If I carry, what reward will you give me?” 

“Oh.” There was a gasp from the room and the tense atmosphere had disappeared. 

“We’ll talk after we win!” Luo Qing Chen revealed a smile and she couldn’t stop a blush appearing on 

her white face. 

When the second game began, the enemies looked very relaxed. After all, they had won rather easily in 

the first game, so they were smiling like they had already won. 

An unhappy voice came from the fatty in the voice comm, “What do we do? Seeing their happy smiles, I 

really am angry.” 

“Then turn your anger into fighting will and CS properly!” Feng Wu Yue didn’t forget to remind the fatty. 

After all, they were a point behind, so they had to play at 120% in order to win! 

  



Chapter 1296: E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple (End) 

It had to be said, with this so-called ‘reward’, Ye Qian Hun’s performance this game could be described 

as perfect. 

Whether it was his ult CC skill, his connection of skills, or his DPS, they were all twice that of Luo Qing 

Chen’s. 

The game ended before twenty five minutes and Ye Qian Hun had dealt 45% of the total damage, 

suppressing everyone else. 

“Ze, ze, ze.” Sacrificing Gods’ teasing came in the voice comms, “God Qian with a promise is like he had 

injected chicken’s blood, no one can match him.” 

In the end, they had defeated Fnatic 3:1 and had won IPL5. 

It was also the first championship in Chinese e-sports history! 

After coming back to China, there was an exciting box that appeared in the game client: Welcoming back 

the world champions! 

Because of this IPL5, they had been put in the top position. 

In the following year, they were almost invincible in the country, reaching a forty nine game win streak. 

This was the legend that belonged to them. 

And after this legend, they returned to reality. At the peak, they chose to retire. 

Because they…..were getting married. 

There were waves of voices that weren’t willing, but Ye Qian Hun had made his decision since he had 

already realized his dream. 

The honours he received afterwards were just flukes. 

On the day of their wedding, Ye Qian Hun made a custom diamond ring for her, which had a diamond in 

the shape of a little bear. He said, “When you played Annie, you were especially dazzling.” 

It should be at that moment that Luo Qing Chen knew that this man already knew her identity long ago. 

But he just didn’t say anything. 

One afternoon many years later, a new generation of W had entered the S season. 

Luo Qing Chen was curled up on the sofa with a bear doll, watching the game with an excited look. 

Ye Qian Hun poured a cup of milk for her before slowly coming over to ask, “Are you watching the 

competition?” 

She took the milk and made a gesture, “Shh……I’m watching my male god!” 

“What?” 

“That ADC!” Luo Qing Chen pointed at the handsome boy on screen, “Super handsome!” 



Her casual words had evoked the jealousy of the person beside her. 

He took her in his arms without another word and his deep eyes had a sparkle in them as he looked at 

her, “Am I handsome or is he?” 

Luo Qing Chen realized that she said the wrong words and quickly corrected it, “You’re handsome, 

you’re handsome……My husband is the most handsome!” 

“Un.” He replied in a thoughtful voice before asking, “Then am I better at playing ADC or is he!” 

“Ah?” Luo Qing Chen was stunned for a bit before asking back, “Are you talking about before or now?” 

“All of it!” He narrowed his eyes in a dangerous manner and his lips curled into a faint smile. The slender 

fingers on his right hand had already gently wrapped around her wrist. 

“You, you, you……” Luo Qing Chen immediately raised her hands in surrender, “God Qian is the world’s 

number one ADC, no one can match you!” 

He looked at her with sincere eyes before he couldn’t help revealing a pampering smile. He raised a 

hand to fix her messed up hair and said, “Is W playing well this year?” 

“Great!” Luo Qing Chen leaned against his chest and said, “Truly powerful!” 

“It seems like e-sports will never stop.” Ye Qian Hun took her in his soft embrace, “So what did you like 

about me before?” 

“Super good at playing ADC!” 

“Anything else?” 

“Nothing else!” 

“Then can’t you praise my good looks?” 

“Don’t you think that you were the most charming on stage?” 

“Ah, that does seem to be the case…..” 

Being a couple with shared hobbies, it really was good. 

He always liked the things that she liked in this world, she would always play whatever games he wanted 

to play. 

Knowing each other and loving each other. 

  

Chapter 1297: A long dream hasn’t ended: The card of destiny already calculated (Part 1) 

“Hey, did you hear of W?” 

“Is that the name of a team?” 

“No, it’s not a faith, it’s an era.” 



I was talented when it came to games since I was young. When the game League of Legends came out, it 

was popular all over the world. 

I was also deeply attracted by this very charming game. I liked playing solo back then until a friend had 

me carry a girl for him and I deeply realized that girls were only playing this game for ‘skins’. 

They played League of Legends as a collection kind of game. As long as there were new champs or skins, 

they would buy, buy, buy it. 

For someone like me who loved playing video games, I felt that she was very disrespectful to the game. 

Although it was like this, I never said a word from beginning to end. I just clicked reject when they 

invited me to the next game. 

It wasn’t because the girl playing was bad that I wasn’t interested in playing, it was because my friend 

had asked her when she was at full health, “Why are you going back to base?” 

She had said, “I feel that my newly bought backing animation looks very good, I want to see it a few 

more times.” 

I could feel that my friend was speechless, but since the other side was a girl, he couldn’t say anything. 

But since that time, there was an inexplicable resistance towards girls in my heart. That resistance had 

even reached the level of rejecting a lover. 

It was because of my obsession of playing games that playing solo became a habit. 

Sacrificing Gods had said: You are saying this because you haven’t met a ‘like minded’ person yet. 

I said: There’s only one Feng Wu Yue in the world, you’re lucky because you met her. 

To be honest, when Feng Wu Yue first appeared, everyone on our team was very jealous of Sacrificing 

Gods. 

Naturally that also included me. 

But even if everyone was jealous, there was no emotion other than surprise felt towards Feng Wu Yue. 

For us, a girl being able to play support at this level really was very powerful. 

When we were playing in the internet cafe tournaments, if she said she was the number one support, no 

one would dare say they were second. 

But there were many things that had surprises. 

For example: Sacrificing Gods and Feng Wu Yue. 

For example: The mid laner leaving the country and the support leaving the team. 

There were many things that had happened that made the three of us feel we were a bit caught off 

guard. 

Our plan to play in the provincial tournament was put on hold and we decided to look for a support and 

mid laner first. We would start by playing in the internet cafe tournaments for the first half of the year. 



When I first saw her, there was one word to describe her. It would be clean. 

I thought that this weak looking ‘boy’ would be here to apply for the support role, but I never thought 

that she would apply for the mid laner role. 

Fatty didn’t have much expectations towards her, but I had a strange premonition. 

She would definitely become the teammate who would fight with me and facts proved that she was 

strong enough to enter our team. 

With her dazzling moves, the fatty couldn’t even react when he had turned into a corpse. 

I saw that confident arc appear on her lips and there was a slight throb in my heart. 

That feeling was like a light that pierced through all obstacles, shining right through my heart. 

Of course, I always knew that she was a girl, from beginning to end. 

Perhaps you wouldn’t believe it if I said it now, but I always cared about this girl with this IGN. 

  

Chapter 1298: A long dream hasn’t ended: The card of destiny already calculated (Part 2) 

Blazing Flame wasn’t a strong team back then, but I knew that after a mid laner called ‘Dust Floating in 

the World’ joined their team, they began slowly rising. 

I downloaded a few playbacks of her games and whether it was CSing, suppressing enemies in lane, or 

wandering to support lanes, she was very good. 

This was my first time feeling that there was such a strong player in this world. What made me more 

surprised was that the gender in her profile showed that she was a girl. 

A girl who had just turned eighteen and was still in high school. 

This was…..an unbelievable matter. 

Later someone on the forums said that she and their team’s ADC Jade Tree Facing the Wind were a 

couple. 

I didn’t pay much attention to that ADC Jade Tree Facing the Wind because most of the matches Blazing 

Flame played were in internet cafe tournaments, so there weren’t many videos online. 

I only knew that he was a very normal ADC. Perhaps he had a bit of skills, but he could only be 

considered outstanding and not a genius. 

When Blazing Flame disappeared after that, I used many methods and read every piece of news, but I 

couldn’t find any news related to that mid laner. 

That night, there was a big storm in A City. I was sitting in front of a computer as I took out a piece of 

white paper and wrote the words “Dust Floating in the World” on it. 

Perhaps she went back to school since she was a student or she had some conflict with Jade Tree Facing 

the Wind and no longer stayed on Blazing Flame. 



No matter what the reason was, the person I always cared about had suddenly disappeared, it created a 

strange sense of loss. 

Until there was the day I received a resume from her. 

Seeing the words ‘Dust Floating in the World’, I could clearly feel my heart skipping a beat. There was a 

warm flow that went through me and went right to my heart. 

What kind of a feeling was that. For a person who was cold, proud, and a bit boring like me, it could be 

considered…… 

What was the most exciting thing was that a person who you thought you could never approach falling 

in love with you. 

Although she didn’t love me, this encounter was something that I never could have dreamed of. 

What surprised me was that on her resume…..her gender was male. 

I was suddenly a bit surprised, but then I reacted. It seemed like I had written that we don’t want girls. 

I suddenly felt it was very funny, but I couldn’t wait to see her. 

That night, it seemed like a ‘miracle’ to me. The stars in the night were shining bright. 

After she joined W, she became everyone’s favourite. Even Sacrificing Gods who didn’t like talking began 

speaking more. Everyone didn’t forget to praise her skills and also praise her ability to scold others. 

Really……It made the ridicule of Sacrificing Gods and the fatty seem very awkward. 

I vaguely remember our first game was against Blazing Flame. That team that wasn’t even considered 

third rate without her couldn’t be a match for us, they were just like trash. 

She didn’t have any flaws in her fluent play, we were just beating the other side. 

And I was that proud, being able to see that dazzling her. 

She didn’t hesitate because Jade Tree Facing the Wind was the ADC, she even flashed and blocked the 

ult that Jade Tree Facing the Wind used on me. 

  

Chapter 1299: A long dream hasn’t ended: The card of destiny already calculated (Part 3) 

What made the deepest impression on me was that our comms were cut off during the internet cafe 

tournament, but she and I relied on pure tacit understanding to win. 

That tacit understanding gave me a special excited feeling. Although I couldn’t say it in the end. 

I knew that the girl in front of me had a very different meaning to me. 

I liked being by her side, liked walking behind her and watching her from afar. 

Whether it was in the game or in reality, I wanted to protect her. 



Perhaps it was the storm before the provincial tournament that made me finally make up my mind. She 

was wearing my coat and standing in the rain under the umbrella, looking at me the entire time. 

I actually felt warm in that cold weather, wanting to stay in the rain a bit longer….. 

During the provincial matches, we trained very seriously and never had time to do other things. 

But I never thought that the ‘broken net’ would make us lose the championship. 

At that moment, I suddenly felt powerless. I couldn’t give her a championship, let her continue to shine. 

But I never thought that she would say to me with a smile, “Let’s go to the LPL!” 

The professional league, the dream stage of all professional League of Legends players. 

That stage represented absolute honour and if she was willing, I could put in more than ten times the 

effort I had now. 

I hope that one day, we could stand on that stage and lift the trophy that belonged to us. 

I was grateful to my team because everyone agreed to move towards her ‘dream’. 

To join the LPL, we had to become the champions of the LSPL. 

Stumbling on the road to chasing our dream, although it wasn’t smooth sailing, the final result made 

everyone smile. 

We had finally lifted the trophy that belonged to us. That feeling of watching the enemies use all their 

methods and still lose with an unwilling look, that really did make one happy. 

We could fail, but we couldn’t fail at the same place. 

The ‘broken net’ at the provincial tournament made us lose the championship, so we used our strength 

to take the LSPL. 

This time, it was impossible for these ‘villains’ to stop us! 

I had her, Sacrificing Gods had Xiao Wu, and fatty….. 

It didn’t matter, this was enough! 

When we won the championship, we won the chance to enter IPL5. 

This was a highly acclaimed international tournament, each team there was the best team of their 

countries. 

Everyone knew that Korea was the best at League of Legends and this was our first stop in the fight 

against Korea. 

In the ‘battle of gods’, a single small mistake would eliminate us. 

But with our dedication to our dream and our determination, we stepped onto the world stage step by 

step. 



In the finals, we played against Fnatic from Europe. We played five games and I had a fever of forty 

degrees, but my mind had never been more clear. 

We wanted to win, we had to win. 

I wanted to give our country a win, I want to give her a win. 

The good thing was that the scale of victory landed on our side this time. We had won China’s first 

championship, this was a ‘miracle’ that belonged to us. 

Many years later, we gradually faded, but I believe that future generations had aspirations and China’s 

e-sports scene would never die. 

Long dreams never end, we will never give up. 

[Ding, congratulations on bringing a soul fragment into the Lead God Space. 23/100] 

  

Chapter 1300: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 1) 

[Welcome back host!] 

“Un.” Luo Qing Chen softly replied, “I want to see what happened after I died.” 

[Alright.] 

This was the first time she wanted to see what happened after she died because she deeply 

remembered that at the hospital, Ye Qian Hun said his last words to her, but she couldn’t hear it. 

The bronze mirror gradually filled with white light and the image in the mirror became clear. 

She was lying on the bed with a thin blanket on her. Her hair was grey and her hands were covered in 

wrinkles. 

The one sitting by her bed was no one else, it was Ye Qian Hun. 

Actually, China didn’t win the championship that year! The male god that she cheered for only reached 

the top four in the end. 

As the organizers, there wasn’t a Chinese team at the top. 

It was their eternal pain. 

She raised her hand and he immediately said in a hoarse yet gentle voice on the side, “What is it? Are 

you cold? Do you want some water?” 

As her consciousness faded, she could vaguely hear his beautiful voice. 

Although it had already become old and hoarse, it was the most beautiful voice in her memories. 

She shook her head and pointed at the TV. He immediately understood and walked over step by step at 

a slow pace., 



The new year’s finals was on TV and this time it was being held in Beijing, as the two teams from China 

and Korea fought to the end. 

W had already changed to WE, going from ‘I’ to ‘us’. 

She slowly closed her eyes at this point. His slow pace suddenly became fast as he rushed to her side to 

tightly hold her. 

Without knowing why, he knew that this was the end and his tears fell down. 

Drop by drop, falling on her cheeks. 

He leaned into her ear and said in a soft voice, “Actually, I never told you that I wanted you to play 

support for me……” 

Hearing this, her tears began to fall as she stood in front of the bronze mirror. 

She suddenly remembered when she asked him what his biggest regret was. He had revealed a faint 

smile and honestly looked at her as he said, “I won’t tell you.” 

“End it here!” She pursed her lips and said, “Continue.” 

[The following is a summary of the previous mission. Host, please properly look over it.] 

Name: Luo Qing Chen 

World: «E-Sports god: Nation’s strongest ADC’s only couple» 

Mission completion rate: 100% 

Experience: 4000/10000 

There are currently four items in the spatial storage (Full): [iPhone 999], [Exquisite Ring], [Nine Section 

Moon Whip], [Moon Glass Fan]. 

[5000 points has been automatically deducted. Successfully increased storage space by one and ‘I’m the 

prettiest mirror’ has been put in! 5/5] 

Permanent abilities: Space and time freeze level 1 

Exchange points: 9500 (500 deducted from the last world, 5000 used to expand storage space!) 

Base points: 40 

Luo Qing Chen naturally knew why the storage space was expanded, it was all for that ‘I’m the prettiest 

mirror’! 

Although she was very angry, she was too lazy to argue with the system! 

[The host’s twenty fourth mission panel is below.] 

Appearance: 95/100 

Strength: 75/100 



Intelligence: 80/100 

Figure: 95/100 

After that, the image in the bronze mirror changed. 

[Mission Grade: B] 

[Experience gained: 500. Exchange points gained: 5000.] 

Female lead: Luo Qing Chen 

Male lead: Feng Si Zui 

Supporting female lead: Qian Si Yu 

Supporting male lead: Feng Xing Yue 

Mission content: [Return to a year before the female lead died and obtain the love of the male lead 

Feng Si Zui.] 

[Currently importing memories, please accept them, host!] 

 


